I. SAMPLE VARIABLES

- KP standard demographics
- xw6_year (0-2017), year of last contact
- xw6_month (1 = January; 2 = February; 3 = March; 4 = April; 5 = May; 6 = June; 7 = July; 8 = August; 9 = September; 10 = October; 11 = November; 12 = December)
- [xw6_namep] (Partner’s name)
- xw6_last ((2-8), how many years ago was last contact)
- xw6_marry (1= married; 2 = unmarried partners)

II. QUOTA CHECK BASED ON SAMPLE VARIABLES

<No quotas>

III. INTRODUCTION

<See main questionnaire.>

IV. SCREENER

SCRIPTER: Do not prompt on all questions. (Remove this instruction if sample is all opt-in, client list sample, or otherwise not KP.)

<No screening>

Standard response labels include:
S = Single Select (only one answer possible)
M = Multi Select (multiple answers are possible)
Grid = Grid (one answer per row assumed by default, specify if other response type needed)
Q = Quantity (numeric response)
O = Open End (free form text response; indicate size of text response box)
OL = Open List (text response boxes for unaided recall; 10 boxes set-up as standard)

V. MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE

SCRIPTER: Use default instruction text for each question type unless otherwise specified.

SCRIPTER: Do not prompt on all questions.

Base: All respondents

Scripter: PROGRAM NOTE: PLEASE NOTE, ADDITIONAL REVISIONS TO THE SURVEY WILL BE PROVIDED. IN ADDITION TO PIPING IN TEXT BASED ON SAMVAR VALUES, WE WILL
Hello. We are doing a very brief follow-up survey about couples, and we really appreciate your participation. We are interested in changes in your marital status since [IF xw6_last=1: last year / IF xw6_last=2: two years ago / IF xw6_last=3: three years ago / IF xw6_last=4: four years ago / IF xw6_last=5: five years ago / IF xw6_last=6, Six years ago / IF xw6_last=7, Seven years ago / IF xw6_last=8, Eight years ago]. [IF xw6_last=1: Last year, / IF xw6_last=2: Two years ago, / IF xw6_last=3: Three years ago, / IF xw6_last=4: Four years ago, / IF xw6_last=5: Five years ago, / IF xw6_last=6, Six years ago / IF xw6_last=7, Seven years ago / IF xw6_last=8, Eight years ago] you told us you were married to [xw6_namep].

Base: IF XW6_MARRY =1
Scripter: PROMPT ONCE

w6_still_mar [S]
Are you still married to [xw6_namep]?

1   Yes
2   No

Scripter: TERMINATE IF w6_still_mar IS REFUSED

A Married Re-contact respondents

Base: IF w6_still_mar=1
Scripter: PROMPT ONCE

w6_live_together [S]
Are you currently living with [xw6_namep]?

1   Yes
2   No

Base: if w6_still_mar=1

w6_otherdate [S]
In the past year, have you ever met someone for dating, for romance, or for sex *besides* [xw6_namep]?

1. No, I have not met anyone for dating, romance, or sex besides [xw6_namep] in the past year
2. Yes, I have met at least one person for dating, romance, or sex besides [xw6_namep] in the past year.
**Base: if w6_still_mar=1 and w6_otherdate =2**

**w6_how_many [S]**
How many Different people besides [xw6_namep] have you met for dating, or romance, or sex in the past year?

1. One person. I met only one person besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.
2. Two to Five people. I met between two and five different people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.
3. Six to Twenty people. I met between six and twenty different people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.
4. Twenty one to Fifty people. I met between twenty one and fifty different people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.
5. More than Fifty People. I met more than fifty different people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.

**Base: if w6_how_many is 1 to 5 (not refused)**

**w6_how_meet [O]**
[if w6_how_many=1: How did you meet this person (for dating, romance, or sex) you met last year?]
[if w6_how_many>1: What is the main way you met people last year for dating, romance, or sex?]

**Base: if w6_still_mar=1 and w6_how_many is 1 to 5 (not refused)**

**w6_otherdate_app [S]**
In the Past Year have you ever used an app on your phone (such as Tinder or Grindr) to meet someone besides [xw6_namep] in person, for dating, romance, or sex?

1. No, I have not used a phone dating app in the past year to meet someone in person besides [xw6_namep]
2. Yes, I have used a phone dating app in the past year to meet someone besides [xw6_namep] in person for dating, romance, or sex

**Base: If w6_still_mar=1 and w6_otherdate_app =2**

**Scripter: Answer to w6_how_many_app cannot be larger than answer to w6_how_many**

**w6_how_many_app [S]**
Of the [w6_how_many] people you met in the past year, how many did you meet Using Phone Apps (such as Tinder or Grindr)? [Show answers to w6_how_many_app up to the answer to w6_how_many]

1. One person. Using phone apps, I met only one person besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating or romance, or sex.
2. [If w6_how_many=2-5] Two to Five people. Using phone apps, I met between two and five different people besides [xw6_namep] in person in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.
3. [If w6_how_many=3-5] Six to Twenty people. Using phone apps, I met between six and twenty people besides [xw6_namep] in person, in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.

4. [If w6_how_many=4-5] Twenty one to Fifty people. Using phone apps, I met between twenty one and fifty people besides [xw6_namep] in person, in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.

5. [If w6_how_many=5] More than Fifty People. Using phone apps, I met more than fifty people besides [xw6_namep] in person, in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.

Base: If w6_still_mar=1 and w6_otherdate_app=2

Q40 [S]
Which ONE phone dating app do you use most?

1. Coffee Meets Bagel
2. eHarmony
3. Grindr
4. Happn
5. Hornet
6. Match.com
7. MeetMe
8. OKCupid
9. Plenty of Fish (POF)
10. Skout
11. Tinder
12. Zoosk
13. Other [O]

SCRIPTER: Insert KP closing question if respondent has completed Section A.

B Previously Married Re-contact Respondents

Base: IF w6_still_mar=2

w6_relationship_end_mar [S]
How did your marriage to [xw6_namep] end?

1  Divorce
2  Separation with no divorce
3  [xw6_namep] passed away, is deceased

Base: IF w6_relationship_end_mar =1,2

w6_who_breakup [S]
Between you and [xw6_namep], who wanted the [IF w6_relationship_end_mar =1: divorce / IF w6_relationship_end_mar =2: separation] more?

1  I wanted the [IF w6_relationship_end_mar =1: divorce / IF w6_relationship_end_mar =2: separation] more.
3  We both equally wanted the [IF w6_relationship_end_mar =1: divorce / IF w6_relationship_end_mar =2: separation]
w6_why_broke_up [O]
In your own words, explain why your relationship with [xw6_namep] ended:

w6_mbtiming [2 Dropdowns, Month and Year]
When did you get [IF w6_relationship_end_mar =1: divorced / IF w6_relationship_end_mar =2: separated] from [xw6_namep]? You last told us you were married with [xw6_namep] in [xw6_month], [xw6_year].

Year: 2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Month: January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Base: IF w6_relationship_end_mar=3
Scripter: [DROP-DOWN; FOR YEAR, PLEASE USE xw6_year AS STARTING POINT, AND INCLUDE ONLY FOLLOWING YEARS IN THE RANGE. FOR MONTH RANGE, PLEASE HAVE THIS DYNAMICALLY LINKED TO YEAR SO THAT RESPONDENTS CAN ONLY SELECT YEAR AND MONTH THAT IS EQUAL TO OR AFTER XW6_YEAR/XW6_MONTH COMBINATION DO NOT ALLOW RESPONDENT TO SELECT A DATE PAST THE CURRENT Month/Year].

[IF EITHER/BOTH MONTH AND YEAR REFUSED, INSERT FOLLOWING PROMPT: Please enter both year and month below.]

Base: IF w6_still_mar=2 and w6_relationship_end_mar =1,2
Scripter: [PROMPT TWICE; first prompt should say, “Please add more details, we want to understand your story.” SECOND PROMPT: “Is there anything else you could add? Every detail helps us.”]
[PROGRAM NOTE: Only show Second Prompt if text box has less than 100 characters entered in it]
**w6_partner_passaway [2 Dropdowns, Month and Year]**

In what Year and Month did [Partner_name] pass away?

- **Year:**
  - 2009
  - 2010
  - 2011
  - 2012
  - 2013
  - 2014
  - 2015
  - 2016
  - 2017

- **Month:**
  - January
  - February
  - March
  - April
  - May
  - June
  - July
  - August
  - September
  - October
  - November
  - December

**Base: IF w6_still_mar=2**

**w6_otherdate_B [S]**

In the past year, have you ever met someone for dating, for romance, or for sex?

1. No, I have not met anyone for dating, romance, or sex in the past year
2. Yes, I have met at least one person for dating, romance, or sex in the past year.

**Base: if w6_still_mar=2 and w6_otherdate_B=2**

**w6_how_many_B [S]**

How many Different people [If w6_mbtiming YEAR >=2016 OR w6_partner_passaway>=2016 INSERT: besides [xw6_namep]] have you met for dating, or romance, or sex in the past year?

1. One person. I met only one person in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.
2. Two to Five people. I met between two and five different people in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.
3. Six to Twenty people. I met between six and twenty different people in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.
4. Twenty one to Fifty people. I met between twenty one and fifty different people in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.
5. More than Fifty People. I met more than fifty different people in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.
Base: if w6_how_many_B is 1 to 5 (not refused)

w6_how_meet_B [O]
[if w6_how_many_B =1: How did you meet this person (for dating, romance, or sex) you met last year?] [if w6_how_many_B >1: What is the main way you met people last year for dating, romance, or sex?]

Base: if w6_still_mar=2 and w6_how_many_B is 1 to 5 (not refused)

w6_otherdate_app_B [S]
In the Past Year have you ever used an app on your phone (such as Tinder or Grindr) to meet someone in person, for dating, romance, or sex?

1. No, I have not used a phone dating app in the past year to meet someone in person
2. Yes, I have used a phone dating app in the past year to meet someone in person for dating, romance, or sex

Base: If w6_otherdate_app_B =2 and w6_still_mar=2

w6_how_many_app_B [S]
Of the [w6_how_many] people you met in the past year, how many did you meet Using Phone Apps (such as Tinder or Grindr)?

1. One person. Using phone apps, I met only one person in person in the past year for dating or romance, or sex.
2. [If w6_how_many_B =2] Two to Five people. Using phone apps, I met between two and five different people in person in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.
3. [If w6_how_many_B =3] Six to Twenty people. Using phone apps, I met between six and twenty people in person in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.
4. [If w6_how_many_B =4] Twenty one to Fifty people. Using phone apps, I met between twenty one and fifty people in person in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.
5. [If w6_how_many_B =5] More than Fifty People. Using phone apps, I met more than fifty people in person in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.

Base: If w6_otherdate_app_B =2 and w6_still_mar=2

Q40_B [S]
Which ONE phone dating app do you use most?

1. Coffee Meets Bagel
2. eHarmony
3. Grindr
4. Happn
5. Hornet
6. Match.com
7. MeetMe
8. OKCupid
9. Plenty of Fish (POF)
10. Skout
11. Tinder
12. Zoosk
13. Other [O]

SCRIPTER: Insert KP closing question if respondent has completed Section B.
Hello. We are doing a very brief follow-up survey about couples, and we really appreciate your participation. We are interested in changes in your relationship status since IF xw6_last=1: last year / IF xw6_last=2: two years ago / IF xw6_last=3: three years ago / IF xw6_last=4: four years ago / IF xw6_last=5: five years ago / IF xw6_last=6: Six years ago / IF xw6_last=7: Seven years ago / IF xw6_last=8: Eight years ago]. [IF xw6_last=1: Last year, / IF xw6_last=2: Two years ago, / IF xw6_last=3: Three years ago, / IF xw6_last=4: Four years ago, / IF xw6_last=5: Five years ago, IF xw6_last=6: Six years ago, IF xw6_last=7: Seven years ago, IF xw6_last=8: Eight years ago] you told us you were in a romantic relationship with [xw6_namep].

Are you still in a romantic relationship with [xw6_namep]?

1 Yes
2 No

Are you currently living with [xw6_namep]?

1 yes
2 no

In the past [IF xw6_last=1: one year / IF xw6_last=2: two years / IF xw6_last=3: three years / IF xw6_last=4: four years / IF xw6_last=5: five years / IF xw6_last=6: six years / IF xw6_last=7: seven years / IF xw6_last=8: eight years], have you and [xw6_namep] gotten married?

1 Yes, married [xw6_namep]
2 No, did not marry [xw6_namep]
w6_martrimg [2 Dropdown, Year 2009-2017; Month January-December]
When did you get married with [xw6_namep]? We last contacted you in [xw6_month], [xw6_year].

Year: 2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Month: January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Base: if w6_still_rel =1

w6_otherdate_C [S]
In the past year, have you ever met someone for dating, for romance, or for sex [*besides* [xw6_namep]]?

1. No, I have not met anyone for dating, romance, or sex [besides [xw6_namep]] in the past year
2. Yes, I have met at least one person for dating, romance, or sex [besides [xw6_namep]] in the past year.

Base: if w6_still_rel =1 and w6_otherdate =2

w6_how_many_C [S]
How many Different people besides [xw6_namep] have you met for dating, or romance, or sex in the past year?

1. One person. I met only one person besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.
2. Two to Five people. I met between two and five different people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.
3. Six to Twenty people. I met between six and twenty different people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.
4. Twenty one to Fifty people. I met between twenty one and fifty different people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.
5. More than Fifty People. I met more than fifty different people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.

Base: if w6_how_many_C is 1 to 5 (not refused)

w6_how_meet_C [O]
[if w6_how_many_C = 1: How did you meet this person (for dating, romance, or sex) you met last year?] [if w6_how_many_C > 1: What is the main way you met people last year for dating, romance, or sex?]

Base: if w6_still_rel = 1 and w6_how_many_C is 1 to 5 (not refused)

w6_otherdate_app_C [S]
In the Past Year have you ever used an app on your phone (such as Tinder or Grindr) to meet someone besides [xw6_namep] in person, for dating, romance, or sex?

1. No, I have not used a phone dating app in the past year to meet someone in person besides [xw6_namep]
2. Yes, I have used a phone dating app in the past year to meet someone besides [xw6_namep] in person for dating, romance, or sex

Base: If w6_otherdate_app_C = 2 and w6_still_rel = 1

w6_how_many_app_C [S]
Of the [w6_how_many] people you met in the past year, how many did you meet Using Phone Apps (such as Tinder or Grindr)?

1. One person. Using phone apps, I met only one person besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating or romance, or sex.
2. [w6_how_many_C = 2-5] Two to Five people. Using phone apps, I met between two and five different people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.
3. [w6_how_many_C = 3-5] Six to Twenty people. Using phone apps, I met between six and twenty people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.
4. [w6_how_many_C = 4-5] Twenty one to Fifty people. Using phone apps, I met between twenty one and fifty people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.
5. [w6_how_many_C = 5] More than Fifty People. Using phone apps, I met more than fifty people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.

Base: If w6_otherdate_app_C = 2

Q40_C [S]
Which ONE phone dating app do you use most?

1. Coffee Meets Bagel
2. eHarmony
3. Grindr
4. Happn
5. Hornet
6. Match.com
7. MeetMe
8. OKCupid
9. Plenty of Fish (POF)
10. Skout
11. Tinder
12. Zoosk
13. Other [O]

Base: IF xw6_marry=2 AND w6_still_rel=2

w6_relationship_end_nonmar [S]
How did your relationship with [xw6_namep] end?

1. We broke up
2. [xw6_namep] passed away, is deceased

Base: IF xw6_marry=2 AND w6_still_rel = 2 and w6_relationship_end_nonmar =1

w6_who_breakup_C [S]
Between you and [xw6_namep], who wanted more to break up?

1. I wanted to break up more
2. [xw6_namep] wanted to break up more
3. We both equally wanted to break up

Base: IF w6_still_rel=2 and w6_Relationship_end_nonmar  = 1
Scripter: [PROMPT TWICE; first prompt should say, “Please add more details, we want to understand your story.” SECOND PROMPT: “Is there anything else you could add? Every detail helps us.”]
[PROGRAM NOTE: Only show Second Prompt if text box has less than 100 characters entered in it]

w6_why_broke_up_C [O]
In your own words, explain why your relationship with [xw6_namep] ended:

Base: If xw6_marry=2 AND w6_still_rel=2 AND w6_relationship_end_nonmar=1
Scripter: [PROMPT ONCE IF MISSING; THEN CUSTOM PROMPT“ Please select [if missing xw6_year insert = a year / if missing xw6_month insert = a month].

[DROP-DOWN; FOR YEAR, PLEASE USE XW6_YEAR AS STARTING POINT, AND INCLUDE ONLY FOLLOWING YEARS IN THE RANGE. FOR MONTH RANGE, PLEASE HAVE THIS DYNAMICALLY LINKED TO YEAR SO THAT RESPONDENTS CAN ONLY SELECT YEAR AND MONTH THAT IS EQUAL TO OR AFTER XW6_YEAR/XW6_MONTH COMBINATION. DO NOT ALLOW DISPLAY OF A MONTH/YEAR COMBO THAT IS PRIOR TO THE XW6_MONTH/XW6_YEAR COMBO. DO NOT ALLOW RESPONDENT TO SELECT A DATE PAST THE CURRENT MONTH/YEAR].

[IF EITHER/BOTH MONTH AND YEAR REFUSED, INSERT FOLLOWING PROMPT: Please enter both year and month below.]
w6_nonmbtiming [2 Dropdowns, Month and Year]
When did you break up with [xw6_namep]? You last told us you were in a relationship with [xw6_namep] in [xw6_month], [xw6_year].

Year: 2009
     2010
     2011
     2012
     2013
     2014
     2015
     2016
     2017

Month: January
       February
       March
       April
       May
       June
       July
       August
       September
       October
       November
       December

Base: If w6_relationship_end_nonmar=2

Scripter: [DROP-DOWN; FOR YEAR, PLEASE USE xw6_year AS STARTING POINT, AND INCLUDE ONLY FOLLOWING YEARS IN THE RANGE. FOR MONTH RANGE, PLEASE HAVE THIS DYNAMICALLY LINKED TO YEAR SO THAT RESPONDENTS CAN ONLY SELECT YEAR AND MONTH THAT IS EQUAL TO OR AFTER XW6_YEAR/XW6_MONTH COMBINATION. DO NOT ALLOW DISPLAY OF A MONTH/YEAR COMBO THAT IS PRIOR TO THE XW6_MONTH/XW6_YEAR COMBO. DO NOT ALLOW RESPONDENT TO SELECT A DATE PAST THE CURRENT month/year].

w6_partner_passaway_C [2 Dropdowns, Month and Year]
In what Year and Month did [xw6_namep] pass away?

Year: 2009
     2010
     2011
     2012
     2013
     2014
     2015
     2016
     2017

Month: January
       February
       March
       April
       May
       June
w6_otherdate_C_2 [S]
In the past year, have you ever met someone for dating, for romance, or for sex?

1. No, I have not met anyone for dating, romance, or sex in the past year
2. Yes, I have met at least one person for dating, romance, or sex in the past year.

w6_how_many_C_2 [S]
How many different people have you met for dating, or romance, or sex in the past year?

1. One person. I met only one person in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.
2. Two to Five people. I met between two and five different people in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.
3. Six to Twenty people. I met between six and twenty different people in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.
4. Twenty one to Fifty people. I met between twenty one and fifty different people in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.
5. More than Fifty people. I met more than fifty different people in the past year for dating, romance, or sex.

w6_how_meet_C_2 [O]
[if w6_how_many_C =1: How did you meet this person (for dating, romance, or sex) you met last year?] [if w6_how_many_C >1: What is the main way you met people last year for dating, romance, or sex?]

w6_otherdate_app_C_2 [S]
In the Past Year have you ever used an app on your phone (such as Tinder or Grindr) to meet someone in person, for dating, romance, or sex?

1. No, I have not used a phone dating app in the past year to meet someone in person
2. Yes, I have used a phone dating app in the past year to meet someone in person for dating, romance, or sex

w6_how_many_app_C_2 [S]
Of the [w6_how_many_C] people you met in the past year, how many did you meet using phone apps (such as Tinder or Grindr)?
1. One person. Using phone apps, I met only one person besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating or romance, or sex.

2. [w6_how_many_C =2-5] Two to Five people. Using phone apps, I met between two and five different people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.

3. [w6_how_many_C =3-5] Six to Twenty people. Using phone apps, I met between six and twenty people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.

4. [w6_how_many_C =4-5] Twenty one to Fifty people. Using phone apps, I met between twenty one and fifty people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.

5. [w6_how_many_C =5] More than Fifty People. Using phone apps, I met more than fifty people besides [xw6_namep] in the past year for dating, or romance, or sex.

Base: If w6_otherdate_app_C_2 =2 and w6_still_mar=2

Q40_C_2 [S]
Which ONE phone dating app do you use most?

1. Coffee Meets Bagel
2. eHarmony
3. Grindr
4. Happn
5. Hornet
6. Match.com
7. MeetMe
8. OKCupid
9. Plenty of Fish (POF)
10. Skout
11. Tinder
12. Zoosk
13. Other [O]

SCRIPTER: Insert KP closing question if respondent has completed Section C.

VI. DEMOGRAPHICS

VII. STANDARD SCREENED OUT TEXT FOR PANEL SAMPLE:

<See SCREENER section>

END OF QUESTIONNAIRE